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Natural Lagoon
The depth of our body mind Spirit * bliss connection Amazes me.
Sitting on a deserted white sandy beach, the water fabulously

warm, soft, fresh air on my skin, so relaxing I love it ~ the jungle
comes right up to the lapping sea ~ You can feel Pachamama
Alive breathing ~ YOU are the Only other one in this Eden.
Our communication transcends all the bullshit and fears ~

We love the same cake and Love the pleasure of each other.
I always honour your Goddess ~ took a trip down her river.
Now in a surreal donut shop. Looking for some cherry jelly
for your divine purring pussy to devour. Anticipation of ~

A Super summer enjoying your Sun * beams flooding through
the clouds. Call me when you are dripping on fire with desire.

  *
Faiyum’s Rose * Triton’s Heart

Who is venerating intimacy and sensuality perfectly?
“She’s delicate, beautiful, impressive, original, emotional,

intriguing to see what treasures are resonating within”
Hold onto your imagination ~ Adorable, brilliant Goddess.
Embracing your fragrances, sinuous, lithe, sparkling gems.

Particles of gold ~ changing the light effects to translucence.
Stunning, luxurious, kissing your dazzling, loosely flowing hair.
Passionately caressing her extravagantly dripping wet fighetta.

Super gorgeous senses of profusion, rampant fertility in rapture,
bursting flora, vital, raw, vigorous, pulsating, large magical lingam.

It’s here to be Loved
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 Now talking to machines!
Perfect Craic in her perfect arse.

Mother fucker, perfect skin, pussy.
We are creating our own reality. 
Categories: Brunettes, cumshots!

‘She fukin’ loves it, that look deep into your eyes. 
Spreading those amazing cheeks to the maximum.

A delight Vibrating bliss throughout
*

Total Relaxation
Grab those tits, squeeze those nipples,

Finger on her throbbing clit! Tongue on her tongue
Rub it up and down! Are you ready

 Hard and harder, raw, hot and sweaty.
She loves to suck a Big fat cock mate!

“Harder and harder, harder!”
She sucks like a sociopath

She fucks like a dirty Queen.
Dripping, hot and loud, don’t STOP!

Deep, deep inside her glorious vagina.
Give me more, don’t stop, don’t STOP! 

Taking over her voracious pussy. 
Making it wet with anticipation

Flooding the Sexual planes.
Is it too much after all?

What a great fuck we had.
FULLY INTERACTIVE

Raw, hot and sweaty.
More, more, more, “Give me more!”
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 She Loves Fucking
Like an erotic star who loves to fuck for you!

* Sexual Sensation Satisfaction *
Who knows those tendencies?
Taking it to different LEVELS

‘Higher Intention of Forgiveness’
than to fuck someone again & again!

‘Our Love Is Light’
   *

Primitive Cum * Sweet Stars
Witness it ~ living it ~ being it. Gazing at Luna’s hot landscapes.
Right Context; It’s allowing through creative Language ~ poetry.
People getting them to transcend ~ giving them the experience
of shattering illusions, their fantasies and delusions and fears.
Going over edges, through any limits, breaking Idols & taboos.

Showing them divine, feminine blissful climaxing, makes it real,
you touch the same sublime, hard core, erotic, sexual ecstasy.
Full on Primal light will take you through your Cosmic Avatars.

Altruistic, multi *dimensional * orgasms; Mandy will pull you up!
Feeling delicious inspiration * passionately fucking in the sand.
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Cuming Together * In Enchantment
I'll cum whenever, wherever your cake wants me to cum.
To be a sunny mango in tune with your hot, Venus Moon.
I'd come for your natural, homemade jam custard sponge

if it had your lovely sweet nectar dripping into me.
I'd come for ambrosial fruits of Eros or just a cupcake caress
because I know you'd embrace my rapturous cock au jelly.
I'd come inside your melting oven there I'd be in heaven.
I'd come for the joy of grinding your fresh, cafe au lait ~

its taste and smell, percolating, exuding the most sublime.
I'd come if for only a plain croissant or dainty scone and
let my voracious tongue lick your succulent, ruby lips.
I know it'd all be delicious and we'd become delirious
eating Sicilian cheesecake inside your smiling cheeks.
I'd cum for syrupy strawberry and mango French toast,

spread with organic, raw, jungle honey, sucking your finger tips.
I'd come for sticky Clity toffee pudding, drizzling lust just to see
you smile, unleash your Goddess fountain showering it over me.
I'll cum too for my favourite Ice cream, you're my perfect dream.

**
I’d like to pound forever your exotic wet spice, releasing beautiful
delicacies, their aroma and seductive fragrances transcending into
our superbe paradise. I'd cum for your unimaginable raw chocolate

sorbet or smooth labial mousse and let my phallus delve deep inside
your Angel's moist grotto, whipping cream pleasure. Your exalted

buttocks writhing up in extreme delirium, wildly throbbing, pouring
out like excited magma streams over our sweating, dripping skin.
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I'd cross the radiant Universe to suck your sensational hard lemons,
squeezing their tangy juices of temptation into my yearning mouth.
I'll indulge, feeling the lascivious Black forest between your thighs ~

Penetrating soft, velvety layers, nibbling its quivering little red cherry.
**

In anticipation of such salacious delices, I'd open a magnum of
Bubbly for the joy of loving such a gorgeous ass to die for, tight
as a hazelnut, so divine. Knowing for that time your offering of

intense passion would all be mine. I'd give you my erotic, Tantric
lollypop to suck and suck and suck and never want your mouth

to stop in a lustfully, felatio, Cosmic fuck. I'd kneel before you;
orgiastic cornucopia, overflowing with desires. We'd consume
each other's hearts and souls all through the night, cooking in

your carnal, blazing fires, melting us together into Creme delight.
I'd cum just to feel the entrancing touch of your gentle hand in
mine, looking up to the stars in your sparkling eyes, twinkling

down on me. Giving to each other timeless liberation, sexually,
multi*orgasmic flames beside midnight's languid ocean ~ holding
you in pure ecstasy, entwined in the sand. I'd love to share slices
of your sensual gateau filled with infinite blisses. I'd devour you

fill your light being with the infinity of extra-sensory kisses.
Our spirits cuming together for this surreal, magical feast ~

Allowing Love’s Tantric flow to live in us ~ forever being free
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Seduced me on the train to L  une de Miel  
“I got that position ~ Yoni Yogini, Sexy Geisha Vortices!”
“You’re my Raspberry nipple slave”, Multi Organically ~

She’s full of surprises. It was, it is, we are One here now.
Giving Adam great blow jobs down by the old apple tree.
Cast out into the wilderness for biting and swallowing it!
“I like to eat as much nice cake as possible” ~ that’s True.

Going with the stream ~ flowing ~ Serendipity synchronicity.
Are you Religious? “I am now!” Free to fly ~ in the Open sea.

Rapt arousal ~ “There you realized you were in Love with me”
*

Venus & the Star
Her walls are (damp, moist) dripping ~ wet!
You got to have the point to have the circle.

“The party starts when you get there; the party’s in Your Mind”
Feeling the frequency in the 5th dimension’s ring of 33 planets.
Opening in the heart ~ allowing the vibrations of Love to flow.
The colours showing you how to find rainbows in the Sunbeams.

Dancing in Abstraction’s light creative glade.
“We’re all faeries of luminosity for each other”

*
Venus Rose

Petals shifting to white and platinum blue ~ Crystallising * light.
‘They were gonna pull the plug on him, then he came out of it!’
Bring a bright Crystal to every situation ~ You fill up with Love.

You throw the colours of the Purple Ray, ascending Violet flames.
‘Light is the source of Life’ * Offering me a drop of Isis’ Fragrance
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Shreddies to Blowjobs
From a super lithe ~ Labial, Miraculous Paradisiaque Potlatch.
A happy nudist organism living at the Pink Venus Caravanserai.

Hedonism yearning, Dionysus burning with a softly dripping vulva.
“I hypnotized myself with her Magic!” Your Blazing pheromones.
Are your nipples receiving me telepathically, they're sublime too!
Blossoming Female Yin *Hot*Wet Explosions in her Stratosphere.
Couldn’t find Cosmic contradictions there! Vulvanic Holographics

sucking all the myths up into Kali’s thrusting pelvic, Spiral vortices.
Chaos of a galactic tornado ~ spinning you in a Quantum Cosmos.

Experiencing being in the moment of multi*orgasmic transcendence,
allowing to give completely from your smile and screams of delight.

Coming ~ at the same time, JELLY IGNITED, Angelica Baby face.
LOVE DYNAMITE * DISSOVING IN LOVE’S * BLAST FURNACE.

Sweet, sinuous, BEDAZZLING fantasies ~ I'm up for anything!
“I am going to bed to dream about sucking your Heavenly Cock”.
Stop being paranoid and send me Passion Vibrations to penetrate
my fantasies ~ How are you today my passionate, Aphrodite star?
Yours is the Elixir of Life ~ Perfect in a romantic Cosmic Cocktail.
I'm still awake ~ I'm a busy geisha, no plans for anything but you!

I'm free for you every moment ~ my passion is always ready ~
I am Falling in Love with your Eyes again ~ I have a Thing

for your Eyes ~ I am Drowning in them ~ deepest, blue aura eyes.
From my Asylum, you are better for me than Electric shock therapy,
sweeter than any cheesecake, your nipples are the best pain killers!
You are Free to do as you feel * I ADORE your natural Open spirit.
Your Intention is Pure ~ it doesn’t allow any negatives to creep in.
I feel we are both being carried along by a Cosmic river and to let
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it flow as a Love stream of spiritual consciousness, all in the light ~
The Universe is unfolding in our heart’s imagination with No mind.
“Don't worry about my Temple you are taking good care of that”

Blinded by your dazzling delight
*

 “So tight you can read her lips”
The Joy of the experience being in the present moment ~

More beingness, more amorous Venus ~ in extraordinary days.
Not Old Paradigms ~ the conditioning, the doing, accumulation!
Nothing I need to know about realizing we are, I am, that is it.

Light ~ “the Sun came through at a perfect angle”
How dissociated do you want to become?

She’s living that pure consciousness.
‘Just Let It Shine’

*
Mind’s * Secret

“It’s good to fall in Love”
“It’s nice to go to Paradise”

“I can’t stop thinking about her”
Didn’t need any more Unrequited Love.
Love Play, where is the Consciousness ~

in this tsunami of bodily passion and feeling.
Staying at Hotel Venus during a Love monsoon.

“I’m not just a sexy pussy, I already come a lot”
Transcendence is Inside not all the wants outside.

The whole movie is unfolding in my Mind, make it clear and calm.
Is it Spiritual epic, is it Peaceful Awareness? It’s not just this Mind.
Troubadours designing Astarte’s Temple doors in Novo Jerusalem
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“Why waste your life with all this bitterness brother?”
Attached, Existence of Exaggeration not worth the Aggravation
& she’ll never see it my way! Broke the lock I never knew I had.
Inspired by Surrealists, painting dreams, Imagination traveling, 
transcending ‘That’s Mine!’ “Because we do Care” ~ Inshallah.
In a land of pagan Poppets sticking pins in straw voodoo dolls.

Just dance and glorify the Divine, celebration, blisses every day.
Choosing as many lives as you want or make it out in one shot!
Your choice, up to you ~ Coming back Master of Open Secrets.
Being Spontaneous ~ It’s what you get and what you don’t get.
With this one I’m completely Free ~ not chained to each other.
Just plugged me in ~ eloped on Venus’ mother ship of fantasy.
Unity is strength ~ many Conscious hands making Light work.

Sharing bodily fluids ~ “have you tried a pink crystalline Yoni?”
Letting it go ~ Surrendering even if it comes out wrong, a loss,
that’s what it is, so be it. A REAL mistake but Nobody’s fault ~

She licked it too much so I was kicked out of Pussy World.
*

Inter Galactic Gelati
Sitting in a true space loving the Divine, invoking pure, refine ~

Direct actions dissolving the Knowing ~ flipside… Bum Bole!
“He’s shooting people who want to give him money!”

Vibrations of the Crystal skulls if you’re holding it in your hand.
Immunity fighting off the Invaders, reflections of Consciousness.
You see an Owl ~ you see Lakshmi; Prosperity flyin’ in the dark.

It’s natural and it finds its way ~ we’re all in one Pot!
‘I knew what I needed and I know what you wanted’

“God You have how many slaves?” Licking, sucking, fucking
each other…. Raw naked intelligence ~ blissful Innocence!
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Breaking the Taboos * I love proper hippies
* Smiling, Conscious, Free people at the Festival *
Natural young hippies passing a joint of pollen ~

dancing topless in the middle of a field in the rain.
* Hippies enjoying themselves at the LOVE IN *

Children planting crystal seeds for a Peaceful, happy future
and hippy grandparents part of this amazingly beautiful ~ 

‘FLOWER POWER*FAR OUT MAN*REVOLUTION of LOVE’
‘You Lovin’ it too’ ~ the music and dancing was wonderful.
Get Naked ~ making Love not Money in a human Protest.

With flowers in their hair * era of Sharing FREE LOVE
*

Have a great trip
The silver lining in these freezing, stormy grey clouds here, is
knowing you will again soon be heating up my heart with your
lascivious desire, sublime passions full of sweet nectar, spread

all over our bodies; voraciously eating my hard cock for breakfast.
Cumming all over me in the Passion Pagoda. I can’t wait; when?

My Goddess looking forward to our next dreamy, exotic fairy tale,
looking forward to the next wet, sweetly erotic, passionate love.
Amour you are now beyond any words ~ You are the real loving

experience put in life. Your feeling is more than any gentle, romantic
verse of Gibran or love sonnet of Rumi. Your heart is beating & you

are beaming inside a glowing, happy smile ~ dripping rainbows.
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by YOU
I lie here with a big hard cock of desire for you ~ feeling
your lovely smooth perfect arse grinding into me with an

overwhelming intensity of deep passion. Your lips sucking me
up like a carnal super vortex; Clamped in uncontrollable wild
heat on my writhing sex organ ~ Devouring my * Cosmic juices.
Primal energies explode in my Sahasha chakra as Supernovas!

The big bang again & again pumping! Don’t let me go, keep me
squeezed tight between your lips & swallow me whole, rampant

& DELICIOUS, I want to fuck you MORE & MORE and be ~
Magictisingly FUCKED & SUCKED, Cooked and Cherished.

I’m thrusting my big Tantric spaceship high up inside your
dreamy, steamy, dripping, tingling, sweating Multi Universe,
bursting * infinitesimal Sunrays. I fuck hard your temptingly
inviting, deliciously purring, exquisite pussy. I am in Heaven
with your lips wrapped on top. Your orgasms are a waterfall,
molten, wet ecstasy. Your mouth & tongue devour my soul.

Your pink petalled labia unfold over me. I WANT YOU.
I WANT YOUR BLISSES

*
Multi * Cellular

In our Custody Suites!
Aller * retour, took a Venus Rocket ~

‘Given Plasma energy to free us here today’
Not Controls to Enslave us Mr. President.

Our Solar Activation furnace burning light.
IN YOU
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 “Just Be Cool”
Four floors of whores at the Orchard Towers. Bless them all ~

They’re all that good wherever they come from, essence of the sea.
Eating my oysters at the Pussy Bar each tasting like salty Sashimi

Legs spread, sitting on my face, tongue tip licking her velvet labia.
“Is that Spiritual?” Milarepa jumping out of the glass Twin Towers!
Stepped out of things ~I don’t Mind what’s happening, ‘Inshallah’.
Cosmic sub-consciousness is the most Important ~ Mind’s mostly
Illusory unconscious ~ Bad vibes with his Reptiles! Wake up time!
Whatever happens, Space is Energy everywhere ~ Holistic You.

“The bad girls drink alcohol, good girls give happy, Tantric fellatio!”
Everyone living on their own path ~ consciously not judge mentally.

*
Suspended Animation.

‘A Lesbian went to weight watchers for velvet Aficionados.
“You are what you eat” ~ “What, you callin’ me a cunt?”

“We Celebrate our Magic Cake, joints & chocolate bombs!”
   *

Hosting Titania <:> Any Moment
Civilisation there before the lost trees!

Cupid’s blue bell glade under a flight path.
Hanging out with cool people is a good life ~

Hanging out with a pleasure pussy is a good life.
Hanging out with your marvelous concubine is a great life

~ a more passionate wife, who doesn’t cook and clean.
What’s the matter with being crazy, I mean lazy, hazy?

You’re proud of your sexuality, your gorgeous arse!
Your supra-subliminal, celestial, golden paradox
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SUPREMELY SENSUAL
Positive Reply: You've got the potential and you know how

to operate in the best positions ~ synergetic magic * angelic
sexual lusciousness gyrating on my delirious, pounding cock.

Your tender love is fueling the passion rocket. You are the full
temptation, Venus pleasure girl, driving desire out of its mind.
Only true Love is good enough for one such as You * a nymph

of bliss dedicating herself to bathing in the Ocean of sincerity,
where poets come to lick chocolate cream from your gorgeous,

fully equipped body, that knows how to enjoy its gifts of pleasure
laid before you by Hieros*Gamos of the delight. You are Ishtar’s
devotee performing subtle arts of consciousness, honouring her
own Goddess, my hard phallus dancing inside Dawn’s ecstasy.

I would like a private viewing of your heart, to feel its beating
spirit chanting a mantra to Eros' kiss. You’ve earned another
delicious Sicilian lemon cheesecake ~ for your work is superb,

transcribing the hieroglyphics of a clear blue sky. Your offering of
the most sublime treasures, conjurering hot lascivious anticipations!

Happiness is growing with you in supra*sensitivity, making angels
wonder at inspirational Love beams bursting deep in Love’s petals.
Your gentle seductiveness brought us delirious divine succulence.
Beyond excess ~ your being is illuminated like a shooting Star as

you gaze down into my eyes; I taste your Cosmic juicy fragrances.
I smell romance in you like summer’s wet dreams ~ licking sweat,
honey dripping down your smooth skin. We'll enjoy magical trips

together hand in hand. High as butterflies swooning in your sweet,
irresistible Heaven *Together on another trip ~ Love that’s what it is
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Burning life's sacred fire within * makes me hot, makes you moist!
Smoking hips ~Your puffy nipples, hard, erect, throbbing, tingling!

Cumming inside her glistening milky way, exploding as super Comets!
Beautiful people expressing their energetic consciousness & desires.
See you in Paradise * blissful moments ~ feeling it happening as It Is.

*
Navel Impetuosity

The mounting of an ass, congress of a cow, jumping Tigers!
Breasts exposed, rubbing, holding, clasping, pressing close.

Generating love, friendship, respect in the hearts of women ~
shouting, screaming at that moment of Cosmic carnal orgasm!

Wild flowers hanging from her loose flowing hair in full disarray.
Her willingness to act the man’s part, sitting on top of his tongue,
breathing hard ~ signs of her wanting enjoyment and satisfaction.
Overpowered by Kisses, by licking ~ sucking deep his erect penis.

Touching with his hands her thrusting body ~ pulling him into her.
Fingers delving in between her thighs, raising hips, bighting lips.

Unhurried sex while riding on the back of an elephant
*

Hippydrome Mosaics
Sense of Realism at the Circus ~

“You are excelling with your fica”
Sense of Psychology in the Arena.

Cherubs with Love spears and bow.
A spectacular place for a bliss orgy.
Quite delightful ~ this is the path.

Looking at lapping waves and Moons.
Inside a seaside villa
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Lingham Form ^   Yoni Yoga  
Accomplishes Venus’ object using roots, bulbs and erotic fruit.
Balmy, rich unguents, Kama practiced with virgins of all castes.

Obedient tender beginnings not force, oozing from her heavenly slit.
Sent her to sacrifices, teaching the parrots to speak after breakfast.
Stroking her smoking hips affording us the greatest mutual pleasure.

Imagination in Lovemaking ~ 
perfuming her luscious labial, dusky, pink lips.

Awaiting succulence, magnetism of joy, as long as our mouths kiss.
The current of her sexuality ~ sensuality is too strong to resist!

‘Looking into her body not out from it’
Asking her for a full Love Massage…

*
Organ’s Spasms on Shiva’s Moon

Living in delusions and then I just lit up!
“One of those experiences you’ll never forget”
Wrote a book of love poems, living in Benares.

‘Let’s have sensual pleasures not the Apocalypse’
Who lived deliciously with her ~ Perfect Asstrology.

Caressing her Yoni, teased it open like a Lotus flower.
Singing from her open heart ~ reconnecting with his muse.
She had no sense of sin, shame, just a free, natural fuck.
‘The Rule of Reason is Control ~ to Magical Imagination’

‘Following our desires to the absolute limits, gently, lovingly
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Perfect * Pleasurette
‘Fondling hard a woman accustomed to stand in doorways

and to stare at passersby ~ A woman steeped in seduction.’
Delicious, lascivious, libidinous, lusciousness, stroking languor. 
Belly to belly ~ mouth to mouth, the mutually adorable shocks!
He’ll always love you ~ feeling the intensity of her vulva’s heat.
Pounding the spot, activating the enjoyment of her maidenhead.
Enflaming her passions, quenching all of her voracious desires.
Seizing a crack in the wall devoid of flesh, raising up her knees,
penetrating into some unusual places ~ 52 types of active Yoni.

Rati’s unrestrained, lustful voluptuousness, ascending MY throne
*

Pachamama Dhamma
Original muse ~ creative partnering with a gorgeous arse.
Delicious Surrealist with bliss burning in your shining eyes.

This is the Cosmic Ocean ~ penetrating you in perfect pleasure.
Labia vibrating in the warm breeze of desire, exalted in paradise.
This is heaven ~ loving you, being loved by you in deep passion.

Sultry, sublime, lascivious, languid, telepathic, enticing, dreaming
of your moist Pink Universe, soaking, wet as a rainforest inside.

Poses her luscious femininity ~ sex on her sensual mind.
Let’s have some raunchy primordial coition in flagrante ~

Bye bye, resemblance to beauty, different vision of reality.
Going beyond the limits ~ stripping her down to the core
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In a Ring of 33 Planets
“Everything for the best; All in One ~ with Mama Earth”

Cosmic communication ~ tuning to the Crop Circles.
Seeing the new otherwise we’re clinging….

Send me some sexy pictures and Solar flares!
She comes for Sexual Healing basically ~

Many aspects of that soul mate you find in others.
‘A Star is a Star a Planet is a Planet’

‘A Planet is born out of a Star’
Gleaming in the Love Crystal.
Transmuting your being*ness

with Love frequency sparkles ~
A trillion diamonds twinkling in you

*
Immaculate Deflowering

“I Fear God, I Don’t Love God!” A rusty razor blade on her clit!
“Put her in the Fire ~ sent her to the Jungle for twelve years to
prove to us her natural, Goddess purity ~ Tried drowning her?”

“We’re living in a Laboratory on Mother Earth... Hari Ram”
Shakti unfolding ~ for the witnessing of this manifestation.

To know you’re just the Observer of her divine FORM.
Brahma in perfect balance ~ Is It All
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Alluring Raw Clitolatte
Yin(*)Yang*Mind full(*)Mind less ~ being CLEAR ~ reflections
Cosmic Heart, chakras, space, energy, vibration ~ frequency.
“She’s not going to fuckin’ shag someone in a tent, is she?”
A couple o’ pints, a fuck, a meat pie and a curry kebab…

My own Blow Job Queen ~ “Loyal ‘til I find someone else!”
Enjoying first quality women; thus, ends the Love quarrels.
Sensuous feelings’ radiance vibrating beyond the Milky Way.
Cosmic passions celebrating our happiness * being together.

Stirring ecstatic, hot magma juice; Reflecting Climaxing Inside
 Irresistible Apsaras ~ erotic feasting in a bright, Moonlit glade.

*
 “Baba this way!”

"You’re a truly unique connection on the river”
‘Relationships are about relating’ ~ self-existing Truth, in Tantric Ville.

“Did I win you or buy you as a slave?” “I bought my wife’s freedom!”
Something beautiful and lovely ~ Its turned into a nightmare for me!

At the bottom holding everyone else up ~ She is the germinating seed.
“When the lust starts to fade” Depends how much you Love each other.

Free adaptation of a Classic; “I Love this track”
“I wanna give some good head ~ good Lovin.”

The trip’s started ~ NOW!
“Feel Me” ~ she said

*
Bliss frequency

We know what we want.
Light shows you Truth
Loving the Moment ~
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Out of Love
Rays shining brilliantly from your Violet Heart ~
They are the Masters of Maya in Maya in*finitum.

“You’ll feel like a Sultan with 40 chicks sucking you!”
Or they’re the SLAVES of their own creation; ‘You’re a King!’

Gone beyond ~ experiencing everything.
Now I want to be me

*
Delicious Lubriclity

She is gorgeous from behind ~ luscious in front.
Inhaling sweet perfumes, swooning with delight.
Lost her presence; You can possess her willingly.

“You may take up the position of prayer with your head
on the ground and your buttocks in the air”
Any posture you prefer ~ I like it All ways.

Let the revelation of the divine enter into me.
Keeping my promise to her ~ gliding in through her tight vulva,

soft touches and warm, hard thighs, languid eyes, nibbling her tits.
Clasping her tightly ‘til she feels my Love, our passions blending!
Ready now for coition penetration * her pleasure will be Supreme.

Animating, Livin’ in the heat, being in Love with all the auras.
Finding someone to share it with ~ sitting well with myself.

Standing in the Truth ~ It’s making your heart sing
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Natural Connection
Love of mystery, contact between genitalia of sensuality & You!
Gaining a woman’s heart ~ Kama swimming in her eyes of desire.
Satisfying ourselves through our extraordinary six human senses.
Being in sublime touch*Consciousness of Cupid’s arising pleasure.

‘She’ll never disregard a man kneeling at her feet.’
Embrace her according to how she likes it.
Just being yourself ~ that Instant is Alive

*
Rainbow Butterfly #16

Her mouth aching ~ aching with desire and wet revelation!
Who has the key to her scented, rampant, sublime garden?
Sex loaded with Psychic Taboos ~ Surreality on the attack!
Breaking all the stereotypes ~ Liberations of Your Mind.
Change the identity, expectation, definition, judgment ~

Seeing realism from different, amazing, fresh perceptions.
Provocative, extravagant, dreamer becoming LSD King.
Taking ordinary concepts and feeling Cosmic energy ~

The Self, Idols, great sacred cows, myths of our culture.
Theatre for the memories of the Mind ~ No Mind Space.

Multi orgasms transcending the fabric of Illusion.
Let’s have some Dionysian super ecstasy together.
Got to be in the moment * subconscious climaxes.
Rescued sweet Innocence ~ laid her at my feet.
We’re part of creating a beautiful New World
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‘I WON’
The future with a twist of Spiritual ** YOU ARE A TRUE STAR **

“You’re one scorching hot pussy” ~ “& YOU are a Fucking GENIUS!”
Dripping Spiritual Love Passion all over my elongated tongue.

"The perfect is now ~ Put your arms around me;
Be here now ~ with a Conscious Love Orgasm"

It's finding the balance but I'd rather be kissing you!
Yes, I'm ready for all your flowing Inspiration, Fantastic.

You will have to get promotion up to voluptuous, Super muse #1.
That's what I DESIRE, IS your vivacious pussy enraptured in delight,
your mouth devouring my cock as I bring you to another Orgasm.

Magical fountains, crescendos with Goddess’ honey nectar and bliss.
Your wild kisses sucking and lickin’ ~ a small, tight, arse to die for!
The ecstasies in our union ~ tantric transcendence of all our senses,
all our feelings of Intimacy are consumed, you are lost in an erotic
dreamy Paradise; I'm deep inside you. Our 'Love With Lust' Tour.
Romantic hyper sensitive adventures, all tooled up, cum on over.

“Who invented the illusory arts of sensory, superb Pleasures?”
Give me these, sweetness of life ~ not the insane evils!

*
“I’m the Sunshine Story”

“Your Heart Wants You ~ To Live In the Now”
Look after your being ~ Don’t abuse yourself!

“When you have nothing ~ You have You”
Let your Imagination run ~ feeling Abstract creativity.
Not the logical Mind of control ~ being more dreamy.

Spontaneous Intertwine, I am a Free Spirit
depicting the JOYS of physical Love.

Turning rain to rainbows
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“You can cum behind me”
“I fell in love with you when I saw you eat your Omelet”

“You can rub it anywhere just not on my face”
Freedom means it’s Absolutely Not Relatively FREE; No Offers!

Your mind is melting my Yoni with your lustful tongue, lips, kisses;
Seducing the man. Honey moon of Acid bliss by the turquoise sea.
‘I was looking for heavenly blowjobs under twinkly violet stars’

You wanna be wild inside me? I wanna be wild, sat on top of you!
“I can slightly feel a bit of waviness ~” Sweet arse, Your love
poems touch my heart ~ Crystal Highs * erupting volcanoes

*
Wanting to feel your lips and kisses

Am I your muse? Loving your poems, love your passion, love
your arse, love your beans and mash, love to be in your mouth,
love to caress your purring pussy. Where’s your light shining?
Missed sharing a lemon cake with my super sexy Tantaliser.

I kiss your lips, I lick your soft wet Yoni full of lustful desires.
I caress your hard nipples pulsating hot, feverish joyfulness.

I cum deep into your thrusting hips, filling your senses with bliss.
You fill my melting body, mind & spirit with exquisite Happiness.
We are on a Cosmic journey sharing our mutual attractiveness.

You’re falling to bits, a breakthrough! How does your heart feel?
I’m holding your hand in mine ~ my delicate inspiration.
Cumming all over you, on top, behind, under, inside you
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It’s a Concept:
That’s her beauty, her amazing gorgeous arse and she knows it!
I’m sure she does things she can’t talk about ~ Tickling her ribs!
Going through the flames, Empowering & the embodiment of it ~
There’s your List, now go & fuckin’ do it! Some people like that!
Going with the flow ~ can’t say I’ll be home for dinner darling.

I gave her all the allowance to change my dreams.
Yeah, she can really hold up the Centre of Attention!

I want to make a Tantric Temple, creating, making beauty.
This fruit is growing by itself ~ love takes time to blossom.

Cultivating loving kindness ~ In a Paradise of Earth.
“You’re a sexy piece of crumpet from Venus oozing jelly jam”

*
Two Suns

Energetic Shot ~ Oriental Magic.
Beauty unravels, drink the nectar.

Spreadin’ it out to all light workers.
‘Existential Fear’ ~ Lips to lips, hips to hips,

blisses, kisses ~ nearly fucking burnt my mouth!
The Orbs are coming ~ All the Indigo children.
“I’m coming inside me just being inside you”

Light bodies melting in you ~
Frequency of a Star system.

Jupiter’s passion is enflamed!
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Loving Pears
In the posture of ‘splitting her bamboo ~

Raising her thighs high up to heavenly skies.
Wide apart for easy entrance to the divine shrine.
Lingham in her melting Yoni ~ multiplying orgasms.

Blind with passion, lost all her senses ~ out of her mind!
Increasing excitement, juices flowing, dripping, gushing.

A man giving pleasure to the woman ~ what’s pleasing her!
Consciousness of Love

*
Space Face

Psychedelic Astral tart which is what she is.
Subtle value exchange……Fun for thumbs.
“The blowjobs are worth the headaches!”

“There’s another puddle on the furnace floor ~”
“The best way to enjoy you is to fall in love with you”

Goddess’s lips sucking in a Tantra wave.
“You can’t deny love ~ why would you?”

Galactic troubadours in Cosmic heat
*

Love on the Rocks
“Don’t talk about that ~

not talkin’ ‘bout what we don’t want,
talk about what we do want” ~ dripping Yoni.
Facing her pussy ~ starring right back at me.

Sexual secrets of an irresistible Pagan liaison.
Just sit it on it!
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Flip it on its head
‘I give free blow jobs!’

‘I was a very Desperate Concubine’
Juicy radiance dripping down her elbows ~

“Cum over my nipples if you gonna cum anywhere”
“You can bring a man out of paralysis caressing your breasts!”
“It is what it is, it was what it was, it is what it was ~ As it is”
Before I came across you literally ~ free exchange of feelings.

Cupid’s Blazing Hot Love arrow, ‘Love leads him to her bedside’
‘He is known for his images of powerful mysterious women’

Giving each other what you can ~ Its fulfillment….
Your Love is an ecstatic poem on your wet lips.
“You’re a divine fuck ~ You’re fucking divine”

“It’s all about living your light ~ shining bright”
Notion Potion ~ Ocean of sublime devotion.
Are You Feeling it, touching it ~ changing?

Enjoying a bit of Lingham Yoga!
*

You’re Psychedelic Not a Terrorist!
Bing bang bum, expanding energy ~ my Cock!

‘Blowing your Brains out with multi * Orgasms!’
Cut the Top off & suck it ~ crack Open the jellies!

Cosmic Assignation ~ Spontaneous combustion.
Wet, smiley and juicy, dripping in fellatial auroras.
I’ve Become enslaved or enlightened in your pussy!

Humble ~ Open Heart; “You said I would”, Inevitably.
That’s my gorgeous Zen * Powers that be ~ Bowed head.

Helping me to rebuild my nervous system, trusting the Universe
for the best of all ~ Celestial Ecstasies
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Deeply Luscious Humidity ~ “Myam Myam”
And your Conscience? My Conscience, It’s Clear(?)

Don’t despise her! Tempting her Lover with kisses.
How her female mind works; He is her Divine being.

Understanding her heart ~ desiring to be his Beloved.
I’ve got my own Bacchanalian orgy, me and She!
Spraying her clit * giant figs opening at Sunrise.
One of the wettest, sexiest fighettas on Earth.

Chapora girls sucking a big chillum!
“that’s all you need a bit of bliss…”

*
Dripping Passion

Fucking Hot and wet ~ smooth as velvet honey.
You are a sparkling diamond crown beside the sea.

A beautiful feeling ~ Oceanic Wave of Consciousness.
That it’s in the moment ~ it speaks perfectly for itself.
The King serves the people, has to know how to surf.

He knows his smells; I know my Roses.
Yin & Yang are complimentary in One.
‘Freedom is Love ~ Love is Freedom’

Depending what you want to worship.
You can do what you like, hold it Sacred.

Giving it to a higher level to unfold
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Capt. Terror - President Abomination!
Imaginary walls collapsing in a victory nightmare.

Made the fire sacrifices too; Whose eyes dies?
“Frightened them out of their natural ecstasy”

Demonic dark forces ruling, eating children.
A Capitalist Army marching from the Vatican.
Eternal War ~ I prefer to take some Peyote!
Flying with you in the Electric nut house.

Where’s the smoldering Love Magic?
*

Bird in a String or a Cage?
Biggest centre of a caste of bandits with the Illuminati & Jesuits.
Not by itself; It’s what you put in the time/space, singing wu wei.

Enjoying here & now ~ walking with Dionysus not Dinosaurus.
Pamplona ~ we’re not here to run behind something we are in it.
We are the Masters ~ great synchronicity and you both know it.

She can take you, you can take her ~ a gift falling into your arms.
It’s a gift falling into your kisses.
It’s a gift being in Love with you

*
FORMLESS PASTE

They’re going to have a futuristic War for Coconut’s ~ water.
Going into Fire, back to the elements, gets rid of the body fast!
Sugar crystal telepathy ~ feeling Passion in her hot, wet Kisses.
Kali eating you up ~ good for rising blood pressure and clots ~
Ask for Juicy Rainbow Baba spaced out in the Tantric Temple.

Someone gives you Ecstasy, makes the climbing easier.
Gliding on Acid ~ it’s gotta be an Angel.
Expect the Unlimited by giving your Love
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Who Am I
“You are one of the most beautiful woman I’ve ever seen”
You are my Geisha, Tantric, Private secretary cumming.

My naked muse of Passion, my ninja warrior of desire
& Peace. My Jedi priestess of Cosmic Communication.

You are my ambrosial Concubine with the beautiful lips
and a heart of Love ~ delightfully overflowing just for me.
You are my true friend ~ an undiscovered Jewel ~ Found.

Real, sublime, demure, romantic, sultry, magnetic lodestone.
My co*creative Paramour, mistress of uncontrolled emotions,
with tight, writhing buttocks locking us in conjugal rhythms!
You are my treasure trove, joined for ultra*sensual pleasure
flowing through my throbbing veins as eternal Divine Magic.

You are my erotic dreaming, sharing days and nights together
in Heavenly Bliss, caressing a Poetess, sexual nectar Goddess.

You are my organic, Carnal Super Juicy ~ natural passion fruity.
Your fragrant, velvet Vulva’s sweet wetness is enchanted paradise
to my wildly besotted tongue, tasting deeply, wondrous euphoria.

You are my Amazing FREEDOM to Explore ~ discovering
more within my Satguru * in your gleaming eyes of laughter.
You are Queen of Intuition with your pussy of enlightenment.

You are my lascivious companion licking my delicious cum,
sucking, devouring my lingham with your mouth’s desires.

You are my Astral partner traveling across time and space ~
You are my aphrodisiacal mate seducing me with your kisses.
You are my tender friend giving me courage and Inspiration

to confront serenely all my fears inside with a reassuring smile.
You are my Psychedelic, exotic, Star sister climaxing my soul,
connecting my magical wand in your sacred cunnilingus palace.
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You are my trustful playmate taking me inside Nirvana’s grace,
sharing your heavenly multi orgasms, dripping us in ecstasies.

You are my clear crystal reflection shining bright,
bringing me into the light

*
She came on the still wind

She appeared from Solar radiation 
Stars in your eyes Astral traveler.

Who wrote those lines? 
Their intention took you to paradise ~

They stayed for the monsoon always smiling.
Frequencies of Tantra love, 

overlooking the river ~
Ecstasy ~ at dawn waking together on the balcony. 

 Making Puja to his lingham, giving fruit to her Yoni.
Screaming in the Jungle at night

*
Love As One

“You Are Inside me ~
You Are Inside my Heart”

Spirit Is Inside.
“We are caged or bewitched by our cultural programming.

Culture is a Mass Hallucination and when you step outside the mass
 hallucination you see it for what it’s worth” ~ Terence Mckenna.

“My dreams cannot come true unless I wake up”.
I love Inspiration but I love revelation more!

Rivers of Karma ~ pristine Prana life flow
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Deeper & deeper loving
“Drugs, Sex, Rock & Roll, they don’t come here for swimming”

Dripping Passion * feeling Hot liquid ~ honey smooth.
You are a sparkling Cocoon beside the water’s edge ~

A beautiful sensation inside, your sweet erotic temple.
I loved your poem ~ gliding in light consciousness.

It’s a gift falling into your open arms,
it’s a gift falling into your caresses.

Enjoy the revolution ~ experience the love, be happy.
Your soft kisses alight on my lips ~ blisses floating

through kaleidoscopic, telepathic air from your body to mine ~
Cool them in a bucket of cold water or tie them to a Cosmic kite
to fly to the end of the sky. Hold on tight! What you doing later?
I got the limes, sensual jelly and fruity condoms; Anything else?
Is there a white star shining brightly outside your front door?

*
Empowered Machismo Vibrator!

‘I’m tall, strong, natural, blonde, and an explosive Vikingette’
They know now what they want & they’re direct*Ecstatic dance.
“Will you sit on me while you smoke that spliff!?” “I intend to ~”
When does culture become embodied? Six orgasms on the trot!

Let the ‘wanting woman’ pattern go ~ out of it, what a blessing.
Spiritual and Conscious Orgasms ~ Can you feel its resonance?
“I believe in I N T I M A C Y with Lovely Curiosity, allowance”

Discovery of your Tantric Universe ~ FEELINGS OF DESIRE.
The Consciousness comes through, appears, becomes, enters ~

the moment we let go and touch the Magic
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Passion Feast * Love Comet
“Just because you licked my pussy ~

doesn’t mean you can use my toothpaste too!”
‘Goin’ off like a fuckin Rocket that’s what you make me do’

“You can watch me cum while I cook in my little dress”.
“I see that you have the respect for me so that if I say

don’t cum in my mouth you won’t” ~ Tantric alignment.
Hot pussy muscles, “Would you like to cum into my body?”

“You’re legally allowed to do what you want to do”
“And s/he’s looking for Love in all the right places”

Lie down I’ll put the kettle on ~ Where yu goin where yu been?
Dreams to release hidden lascivious feelings and emotional love.
Erotic Supernovas, Erotic Desires, Erotic waves ~ Cosmic juicy.
Are you wearing your sexy socks? Anticipation is off the scale!

Can't wait for the next kiss of your lips, sharing your exotic sexy
creativity ~ feeling your romantic tenderness, gently within mine.
Dissolving in her light ~ “All my Inspiration has come from You”
“I Love being ~ with you Inside me” ~ Wet inside for a blessing.
Do you like me sucking your erect clitoris, licking primal nectar?

I wanna be in that one, eating your vibrant fertility, soaking bliss!
“Just because I keep having multiple Orgasms

doesn’t mean I can go on forever ~ STOP!”
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Welcome Home Goddess
You took me back to calm harmony of mind ~ that can be found.

Lots of amazing insights in the little things of life, sublime Kisses.
'Sucking your cock is sublime' WOW! Waking up with you inside me,
cum dripping like honey and coffee too! YOU ARE LOVE DELIGHT.

Tell your puffy nipples to keep pert and hard like boiled eggs
they need to be sucked and your pussy juices spread like jam,

tasty and very sweet just like you. I want to lick your hot sweat.
We are partners in passion, desire, blow jobs and other jobs ~

Thinking of the bliss on the end of your tongue ~ in your mouth,
reflected in your smiling, tender eyes. Your Love is Paradise ~
Your nature is Bliss and you are sharing it all with your Lover.
I'll enjoy ecstasies when your anticipation drives you too crazy
and you have to hunt me down. In the meantime keep wet and
full of desire for me and full of Universal INSPIRATION LOVER.
Your erotic messages are Amazing! Keep your PINK UNIVERSE
bubbling ~ inside your fecund rainforest. I See you as a water
nymph just risen out of the Cosmic foam, I’m cumming to you,
caressing your lemon breasts and we fuck forever, crescendos
under the Shiva moon. You dissolve back into the ocean ~ I fly
to our next assignation ~ your mouth guides me and I FILL IT.

YOUR HEART * PERFECT BLISS * RAPTUROUS ORGASMS.
KEEP FULL POWER & GET READY FOR LUSCIOUS KISSES.

Fantastic I feel so fulfilled and happy that you have these deep
feelings for me and for yourself, that I fill your hunger especially
for the nice things. Need the delightful pleasure of your Bindaas.
Where are you sunbeam? Looking forward to seeing you, holding
you, kissing you, being naked with you. I'm waiting for you with
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a very happy heart. Take the Super deliciously sweet Express.
“I’ll go anywhere with you for your pony ride.”  “Am I the pony?”

“You're my pony, I call you Divine ~ Rain or shine”
*

Manifestation in the Mayan Calendar
Long blonde hair, high heels, no pants, delicious, gorgeous ~

‘They’re not gonna come and stick a shotgun up your f.... arse!’
If you are movin’ everything’s easy; fixed, they put chains on you.

They have to realize whatever they’ve lived through laughing it up.
All happening through frequency ~ you’ll fall in Unconditional love.

How could you possibly know who you are? Daddy where are we?
Having the luxury of time ~ flowing down the river. 

“We’re all innocent children in the soul of God”
Violet, silver ~ golden flames of purification.
She’s a platinum blonde, Crystal from Minsk.

Zero is in the happening * Sat Chit Ananda
*

Thorn * Apples
Excited by the approaching prospect of a sweet fuck with you!
Gathering his energy from deep down ~ dreams of sunflowers.
New perspective giving us a new expressive, visual language.
Feeling life as a gift without your sanctimonious religion ~
Painting what she has in her heart ~ Cosmic Rays cuming.
STOP Invading my Privacy as if it had no meaning at all!

Why not invest in the cultivation of biodiversity, focus on nature.
Nothing more delightful ~ man & woman, burning in Love’s glow.
Flower child, Love child, Sunshine child switched on to amorous.

Nails scratching her breasts, driven by unquenched fury
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I Never said that!
“You can have too much of a good thing” ~ 12 orgasms in a row!
‘Temple slaves often performing a lot of religious prostitution’
“I’d rather give up food than passion!” I love your slinky hips.
“How many times I said in my head, I want you to Kiss me ~”

Something to put in the mind, getting more passionate every day!
Keeping a commitment; I don’t want to have to break a promise!
Tuned to your frequency ~ chakras opened, blazing Pussy on fire!
“Isn’t it amazing we found each other?” Dreaming of you in Awe.
Breaking the rules of love ~ Free spirits entwined in deep roots

*
Oh No Not Again!’

Making a cuppa tea and she’s on it ~ sucking another erection!
Desire for your sex driving ~ driving him out of body paralysis.
More powerful energy takes over, can’t resist; Sexual Healing.

“Lotta chicks with perfect bodies and no bad habits” Hot affair.
“It’s not black magic, It’s Magic!” Still in an ancient place ~
Doing the mantra and leaving it to the Deity; S/he’ll sort it!
Cocaine Kills the Pain; “What the fuck was that delusion!”

“I will pass through that little heroin addict village, whatever!”
Not paying attention ~ there’s an Ogre, Daku by your side!
A female vampire ~ entering a woman’s body taking you on

a death vibe. She’ll take your mind and she’ll take your life!
Waking up in the cremation grounds; Your heart will STOP!
All the ghouls hanging on a tree don’t step out the circle.

“Kills all the males, no one left to take Revenge!” It’s the Action;
making karma in the name of God ~ you’re doing it on his behalf!

Scared no more to Kill. “Here he’s not a Warlock or a Witch,
no here You’re a Wizard Baba” ~ Master of Mysticism
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 Cosmic * Inshallah
Uniform <*> Conditions > Who is a modern Witch doctor?

The veil is another illusion of duality ~ Separation not Unity.
Dividing & Conquering, subtle psychological programming!

Divine Spirit is One, don’t need any special Identity from me ~
You’ll legally be murdered for burning pages of their holy book!
I’m gonna lick you ‘til you SCREAM!! Loving your Cunnilingus ~

The Universe Made it ~ I got juiced up with a salacious hand maid.
And he said, “dad get me, buy me yonder Yemeni slave girl”

“I‘m not a professional Slave trainer son” Do you want a hierodule?
‘Hieros Gamos’ ~ was the ultimate expression of what is termed

‘Temple prostitution’ where a man visited a desirous, sexy Priestess
in order to receive ‘gnosis’ to experience the divine for himself ~
through the act of sacred, sexual Love making’ ~ Hardcore Angel

*
Fondling Your Imagination

“Doesn’t mean I don’t like it in my mouth” You said that.
“Go and find the oil” ~ Your nipples, my Fun thumbs!

“I’m too sexy for my hair” ~ the breeze is on my pussy.
Fantasy ~ sharing our energies on that Level of Ecstasy.

Airy fairy ~ like telling the water ‘I love you’. If you can’t
talk to your tomato plants how can you talk to your own wife?

Experimenting in the power of Positive thinking ~ the Intention.
I need to get rid of the negativity. All Mind’s an illusion of duality.
If you’re out of your head ~ ‘Consciously’ you’re in the moment.

Awareness of no thoughts, a clear Mind to reflect ~ harmony,
the Oneness * here now
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Yearning Suckers
‘May God grant us the use of such a vulva’ ~ “Amen”

Special exertion, ardour increasing simply at its sexy memory.
Kisses her neck, hair, coaxing her to perform carnal copulation
thrusting her tongue into his mouth. Met a Cosmic Fuck Chick.
Impressions of his biting on her lower lip; Enjoying the woman.

She is your field, enter, plough her as you will, mount upon this.
Constricting tight her Yoni holding your lingham tighter and longer!
Moving her waist back and forth, up and down, churning gyrations.

Here eating your pussy ~ fell into her Venus’ honey trap.
‘Juiciness impossible to resist her’

*
You’re a Fecund Love Jewel

“If it’s got eyes it’s not vegetarian!”
“I’ll be there because I wanna be there,

if I don’t wanna be there, I won’t be there.”
No words just the beat ~ Sharing all the Pleasure.

Inhaling, want re-erection, new reflection not election.
Appreciating a slow ejaculation, you can cum all over me!

So endowed, strong, cherished in her deeply, snug fit pussy.
Exciting scents ~ impregnated with the perfume of aphrodisiacs
gaining control; Her buttocks’ possession of my power to reason.
The sight is ravishing from behind ~ I knew she wanted shagging.

It’s in this virile moment! 
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Invoking Oberon
She had a job she adored sucking off Caligula at a Roman orgy!

Patterns, designs, desire; What’s comin’ from your heart?
A lovely Program ~ It’s not about talking Shopping lists.

It’s what comes from your deep emotional centre.
“I’ve got a good imagination with Geishas ~

Wands evoking the Winds ~ Juicy light beams.
Sublime Goddess naked in a Toga sans paranoia.

Enjoying reality to the maximum of creation freely.
Sensualness, feeling the wood, natural healing stick.
We are healthy and well, if you believe it you are.
Just illusions carrying your disease ~ get rebelling.

Getting back the touch ~ having Life in its Expression.
“You’re allowed to Love Yourself”

“Why don’t you Love yourself?”
“I’m not…!” “Am I allowed to Love Myself?”

That’s where it starts. That’s the disease ask Osiris.
“If you love yourself ~ You can have that Toblerone!”

“You smoke? You, Yeah! Smoke in Full Meditation”
“Give up or shut up” ~“I enjoyed smokin’” Be True.

Your problem of thinking what smokin’ will do, to you!
What would cavorting in Sodom and Gomorrah do too?
Being in the moment ~ not in any delusional Babylon!

A perfect Crystal fingertip.
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Puppetry of the Vagina
It’s a wet honey flower being pollinated.

‘You can only Love if you’re free’
I believe it all has to be free ~

People do what they feel.
Look at that fuckin’ Quean!
You gotta get on that horse.

“7-foot women with three tits
with a milky way in her pussies.

You’d have your finger in them all”
* 

What a lovely fruity
(Bienvenue into my boudoir western Troubadour)

“You looked Gorgeous in that dress ~ on the floor”
Miss November’s got a great pair of tits ~

Girl next door got a great smile on her lips.
Here’s her bigger sister impossible to resist her

Here’s another Winner made me become a sinner.
Let’s go and Rev Up that fantastic, happy dream ~

Let’s go to that Special Party, you’ll meet a Beauty Queen.
What a great sexy pair of legs high up to your naked thigh.

Deep down inside I feel crescendos of desire exploding into fire.
She had it tattooed over her divine arse for all of us to admire!
Take it all in, show us what you got, your Power as a flower ~

Take away the curse, look into the Universe
& Thank your lucky……
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Erect blue Viagra * Her pink Niagara
Communicating with a King Cobra in Silence ~

Nice to be chased by Your Lover into a Samadhi Tank.
Crawling to you on my heart ~ petals falling from the sky.

Aphrodite standing in the shell of Immortality
Venus dancing on the tip of my tongue.

Feeling the breath of a Goddess, the most beautiful
I’ve ever seen. Caressing her gorgeous arse.

Pulsating Perfect ~ sexual body, gushing.
“Where are you from?” “Sensual Italy”

Masturbating herself on a sun bed, show meant for lucky me.
Beside the languid Arabian sea, “Grazie mia bellisima Rati.”

Licking you, seducing you, sucking you, entering you.
Kiss me darling, wanting you deeper in my mouth.
Opening your lusciousness, dissolving in my blood.

Stop the thoughts, stop the thinking,
the one I’m searching for Is me.

A lovely romantic Illusion
*

Hari Krishna Explosion
His favourite sport was killing demons!
Thousands of Cupids below his feet ~

Each moment is Infatuated with Lakshmi.
“I’ll give you my Super Thunderbolt!” Creating Mystic Power…

Full sex appeal of Mother Universe ~ Parvati she has Lotus eyes.
Saturn’s vision fell on him. All an Opportunity ~ Open Source!

Send us a miracle with long red hair & extra Shakti dimensions.
“That’s natural we want to fuck each other!”
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Punk Lotuses
‘In the esoteric field of heat producing plants’

‘Having dreamt Creation in his heart’ ~
Ptah sat relaxed upon the Primordial mound.

Seducing sisters of the Pleiades, caressing 100,000 petals.
Conforming to other people’s expectations….

You are in the Resistance to the flow ~ Wet Inside.
You touch them differently

Love the Experience.
What is the message

Who cares ~ Why
Am I selling Myself?

“It’s only what you give yourself”
Showing them Love
They get the gift

Feeling ~
Not Sucking it (dry) 
too much ‘I’ Invested

*
Mind Games

Tantric Sundays, let’s get naked, burn our bodies!
The jam of Love ~ keep ‘em moist, very moisturous!

Living next door to a melting Nuclear Core!
Another little f…. blighter.

Get out of the pattern and let the Spirit ~
run through you
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With an Angel on Top
All your Choclits lit up like a Clitmass tree!
The Ultra human dream, the Ultimate Love.
Know how to vibrate with it ~ in harmony.

Realising their Intuition of the Cycles ~
turning it on, seeing through the veils.

Accept the switch ~ Quantum Telepathy.
New, new ~ Letting go of your knowledge

basking in an Ocean of Chaos ~ Infinite drops.
Try making heads or tails of it ~ Living it instead.

*
A Multi-talented beauty from the wrong tribe

Female slave to the Ottomans maybe will end up as an apprentice
Concubine! A brilliant sexual artist knows how to twist a Sultan.
Given to him as a gift to service his desires! A slave is property!
Sat on the Red Pyramid at Dahshur wondering what the fuck is
going on in this world ~ A magenta monkey walking into sight!
Light in the darkness coming from emotional & psychic planes.
Bringing in Abundance, holding the Earth, devoted to Venus ~

bringing laughter and the Sunshine into you ~
Conjuring joyful effervescence in your Soul.
Free Cosmic Orgasmic, you’ll enjoy it more.

*
Consummating fiery tips of shaved, red hot Irish Lilies

Flesh ~ Potion Sensual pleasure, resonating ~ radiant violets.
Envelopment of a resplendent, dripping, fecund sexual goddess.
She’s painting a Love letter ~ reflections in her pink vulva pool
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Monument Valley
Looking for Time ~

In Space
At the Galaxy Motel

with you.
Lying on a sun bed connecting to my soul

sweating sisters ~
Hot Shining Bright

Her Heart lit up ~ like a
Super happy wet pussy

*
Freedom Is Inside!

Adverts did a good job on seducing women ~ to buy Jimi Choo
shoes, giving you your Identity! Visa Card #. Environ mental.

“I’m not looking for a woman to give me my sense of security”
Sure root to Madness; Now I recognize it ~ clear channeling.

Get on your knees at the top of the stairs put on your Sombrero.
“The Universe makes No mistakes” Consciousness is flowing ~
Unconditional cool love not boiling Passions of Homo Erectus!

Hormones jumping and flowering on pert lemon breasts ~
At least there’s the joy of communicating, it’s going on; It’s Alive

Expressing Energy ~ Tantric sounds, screaming with pleasure
not that instinctive predatory streak in him.
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“You’re made for each other”
Producer ~ ‘YOU ARE THE MUSE PAR EXCELLENCE’

giving me all your creative energy ~ The juice of all juices.
Body to body * skin to skin ~ moment to moment * Love to love.

C u 2 in our astral projection * my sweetest psychedelic concubine.
Emotion * Multi (orgasmic)* Magical *Alchemy, Organically!

Enchantment Energy Making Me Ascend ~ as in a real dream.
EROTICA'S MAGNETIC MATING ALLURE ~ I love sensuality.

You got the feeling ~ special effects are in your caressing fingers.
My beautiful, supersensitive Geisha, YOU GOT THE TOUCH ~
that I love, you got the look * in your eyes, that I F…  Adore!

*
 Life is Sweet

Fair as a yellow lotus ~
Nestled in her mons veneris

‘I’m here for You & You’re here for me’
*Do whatever the fuck you desire Venus*

Ideas manifested; Free to be ~ fun, chaos.
Somebody’s controlling our space shuttle, Eros.
Be the Best you can as a human being here now.

I could see it and wanted it ~ Understand!
It’s not a Hollywood movie fantasy thing!

Woke up surrounded by jasmine hair.
Came up from Underneath.

We are free spirits ~
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Orgiastic Centaurs
Our Intimacy ~ Primal sensations ~ Pagan nudity.

Rolling out a Jesuit Inquisition to keep them pure!
Dissolving her in the night…the question is……?

“How will we stay FREE?” Multi * dimensions inside.
‘Projecting my hot desires, crawling into her Psyche’

Adorning her magical pool, sexual effervescence, magnificence,
sumptuously decorated ~ eye ravished, gorgeously fantastic.

A good job for a God or any divine being ~ Seizing us!
Materializing luminescent exotic songbirds in a vacuum.
Lavish silver testicles discovered in an Orchid garden ~
Satyrs playing Pan pipes inside a frenzied Nymphaeum.
The delights of imitating nature ~ on a summer’s eve

***
Naked or with my socks still on? Keeping Love not enslaved.

I like the variety ~ naked with socks and naked without socks.
I'll try and keep sane in this seemingly crazy world, until then

letting our Love feelings keep this tantric nectar flowing free ~
and these happy sparks of bliss burning brightly in our hearts

*
Rewiring Yourself ~ 

Is it Right to be Happy?
Mirroring reflections of Ourselves! 

Here and now ~ Your Kundalini Rainbow
reflected in my eyes and in your sighs ~

In your cries and in our highs between your thighs.
The Breaking of the light into rays
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Angelic Orgasmic
All my Inspiration has come from reaming you here.
I love being Inside with you ~ creating a Love Union.

Stroking your hair, licking your lips, kissing your sacred Temple
of infinite pleasures & delights. “I think I‘d better

make a spliff, have some chocolate, then go to bed…..”
You release a flood of Cupid’s raindrops into my mouth.

My sperm’s telepathic, your erect nipples are telepathic too!
“I forgot about your delicious sweet tongue”

Gets you into a different dimension ~
And that’s cumming from the heart

Choclit Creative togetherness ~
I’m having so much pleasure in my pussy I don’t want you to stop

*
She was from Venus not Mars

“I’ve never met a lower chakra 
as beautiful as this (‘) wet Vulva”
We don’t Open * we just Allow ~
A sexual healing is occurring now

Intense, good to not get stuck in the density.
A huge white light * Crown chakra.

Shoals of exotic, Spiritual fish swimming ~
Up and down ~ Inside you ~ it’s your vibration.

Life energetically dancing on her rosy, pink pudenda.
I used to be a mermaid, loving rainbow porpoises ~
Now feeling Sunbeams caressing their rays of light.
‘They’re busy doing nothing ~ Love Conquering All’
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No Violet Full Moon
I wanna be the clotted cream dream for your Cherie trifle ~
Living in a Love machine, flowin’ in a steaming Love stream.

Psyche Guru ~ Hey up, here comes the Psychedelic police!
SPACE TALK, “It’s life and death on the tip of your tongue.”

AROUSAL ~ The NAKED TRUTH * WILL SET US FREE.
Ask Miss Golshifteh Farahani about that, lately of Tehran.
Ask Julian Assange, Mordechai Vanunu, Dr. Daniel Elsberg.

Chelsea Manning & a Romantic poet on their subversion list!
Must be mad! Prosecution’s Pattern of Treason & espionage.

Yet the Really Insane are made Presidents and rule the world.
Lust of love and lust of deities, inflaming even mythical Gods.
Pan sharing laughter from the heart, licking a fresh jam tart.
Are you inspired by twinkling stars * eruptions of hot juices

between Venus’ & Mars’ bliss * Ecstatic joy in this girl & boy.
Ask any Faun about the activities, delights of sexual desire.
Ask the Orgasmic Goddess of Spiritually, Sacred Prostitutes.
Ask that beautiful blonde in disguise mounting a big parrot.

The Art of being irresistibly true to nature
*

In Purdah Not Lithe
‘That experience is not allowed to be felt’
‘Feel Joy not kill Joy!’ A different view.

Reverse Psychology or Juicy Passion?
“I’m a sinuous Erotic Surrealist” in bliss

with you ~ I like you to slide in and out easily.
Cuming with the flow ~ Orgasms on the beach,
wet sexual caresses in the warm lapping waves.

Kissing her hard nipples feeling her body’s ripples.
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Rapturous Response
Really need a secretary cum Geisha...who can file, type, make

coffee serve cakes, look super sexy in a mini skirt, tutu or shorts,
organise trips to Bliss, provide stimulation/stimulus, has a good

memory for where the blotters are, is fantastic, hot & wet in bed,
in the kitchen or anywhere that allows for heights of passionate ~
ecstasy. Breaks are included. Any special talents would enhance
the applicant’s desirability. Happy to be naked very quickly and

driving license useful. Sense of humour with a well cuming smile.
Celebrating our creative partnership ~ spirit & divine potential.
I am your true love, feeling you drenching me with Happy Sun
Shine * filling my heart * Cosmic with inspirational Love*light

*
Padma’s Fragrances

My light soul received you as a tsunami of delicious Tantric Bliss.
I’ll see your Love reflecting in the skies ~ in your eyes above me.

Very soon I’ll be waiting in Euphoria as a lustful Satyr for the Passion
train to arrive bringing you into my arms, a sexy, gorgeous nymph
in her long socks & tutu covering a delirious, sweet arse to die for!

We’re flying in that direction ~ Playing in fountains of ecstasy,
brilliantly lighting up a space for you to come to me in intimacy.

I’m sending you Solar flares of Love through the grey sky to
stoke your heart, filling it with temptation & Fucking DESIRE.
I also know about being in a stagnant place and going Crazy

in this Matrix of Insanity. I’m so happy that tomorrow we will be
together *Enlightened with the stars in our PERFECT harmony
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Luscious’ Juiciest Juicy Juice
Left Cupid's caravan now walking through nature’s scenes,
dreaming under her watermelon dress. I've given my lips

the intention to find a way to give you kisses. Sweet lips ~ on
my lips. Love all your Vitality; Keep it bubbling, bursting, blazing.
I enjoy being centred in you, in your nectar ~ essential Fuel filling

my heart with sweet emotions ~You are my dreamy vision on
a rainy day by the sea ~ I enjoy feeling your Magma warming
my soul ** Your hot breath on my skin tells me you are inside

my spaceship and we are ready to fly to the stars.
Your soft touch on a galactic beach is the code of love opening
my 3rd eye of enlightenment, seeing your body surrendering ~

to happiness, your mind in ecstasy, our spirits in orgasmic bliss.
Floating over your navel, licking aural drops from your tongue ~
diving deep into your heaven ~ sweeping crystalline grains in the
tides of your Intimate paradise, laying them on the shore of your
beating heart. Transmutation of the Sun's journey ~ thru honey

Cosmosis’ * light reflected in Life ~ happening here * now.
Becoming flowing streams of conscious. Synchronicity dancing

across supra*surreal landscapes into your mouth to devour with
pleasure, to taste, experience of JOY ~ this kiss in sharing Love

*
“You wash it I’ll suck it”

There is Magical bliss in my pussy waiting for you ~ Maybe
for a Lemon cake, I would let you come over my nipples!

When, where, I’m waiting to do Puja on you. Embracing full
Shakti’s power. When the Lotuses bloom the Moon fills them

with deep penetrating light. Yin becoming as Yang ~ All in One
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Pushing it for sexually exotic * cellularly erotic Pan
‘It’s a jiggy vibration for the Cosmic nation’

Enjoying the flying ~ the more I enjoyed, the more flow.
Yeah, why not!? I like the EXPANDING ENERGY ~

I like to think everybody’s nice; came here for a healing.
It’s been a privilege to EXPERIENCE It ~ for me, La Terra.

You’re back, have this ~ The Universe saying, “Allo, Aloha”
Immediately, tuning into nature ~ Your divine Consciousness

*
Copulating Adults

Horror, violence, abuse is more pornographic than consensual sex.
Conditioning people to believe they are Not naturally beautiful ~

but guilty, sinful, ashamed. Negative, not their full potential to be
who they truly are but slaves of an UnHoly Inquisition over them!
Propaganda warfare, ‘divide & conquer’ keep them weak & poor.

So, they never complain, doing what they’re told by those who see
themselves as Superior. It’s unacceptable in this global society.

The most horrendous actions inflicted in their Holy name of God.
And these Monsters go Unpunished for crimes against humanity!

“It’s not the perfect party and we’re not the perfect people
but we’re called to a perfect mission ~ to manifest LOVE”

*
No Inserting an Invitation

To depict the delicious joys of full power, physical, tantric Love.
Nothing about last night felt wrong ~ every moment was Heaven.
Created woman with her beauty to seduce ardent desires of men.
Submissiveness to her appetizing flesh, you are gorgeous to eat.
Amorous gestures, swelling breasts, vermilion tempting lips ~

The luscious spell of her Love
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Lolly Pop Sacrament
Expression, connect a different style, language. Tuning in with ~
Alternative, Artistic, Underground, Psychedelic flowing energy.
‘Revolutionary vandalism’ Socrates’ hemlock ~ Being here now.
Separating the men and women in church. ~ Ignorance as Sin!

LOVE SEX * LOVE ENERGY * LOVE JUICES
*

Bindass * Hedonist
“You can use my heart drive, play with my memory stick”

“It’s your eyes they got me going and your voice!”
“Love is feeling ~ I’m a Good person, No fear”
Completely speechless ~ blissed out Sorceress.

“The way to Enlightenment is through my pussy”
“I knew you’d say that and it’s True again”

My eyes are rolling ~ real absorption.
Passion straight out the saucepan
Loves to put it in her sexy mouth.

While you’re doing it Enjoy it
Don’t think about it!
Surrender to Love.

*
“I wanna stroke my Psychedelic Concubine”

“You are my ecstasy, kiss ~ You are my superb bliss”
Getting knowledge of being Orgasmic 5 or 6 times.
More to the point ~ she’s never gonna be satisfied!

If I’m sat in your lap and you’re feeding me mashed bananas
I’d be feeling OK!
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Does he have a License to Whirl?
I lived in a cave with a Sufi ~ that old swirling hot chestnut.
“It’s not our Policy”, Terms and Conditions apply; Naturally!
Seeing the control trying to let go ~ of what? Whose Throne?

“You’ll be hunting me down for a blow job.” Of course, I will!
“I’m sure you’ll get a chance to feel my hot pussy sometime

later today.” No time ~ no space to spare, fuck me right now!
‘Which came first the chicken or the egg?’ “You seduced me!”

Time is only a man*made Measurement, concept 24/7 etc et al;
Existing Omni*presently not in some numeral duality, mentality.

Which came first Cocaine supply or innumerable USA. users?
The Mafia or the Police, Laws and Orders or Universal chaos?
Causes and effects are all conceived in our Mind where there
abides the Himalayas, deep Oceans, Wars, cultural constructs.
All these conditions fed us to Judge and make ~ Separateness.
Adam, Eve ejected from the Garden of Eden by a wrathful God

for enjoying Mother nature’s fruit with innocence in their spirit.
Make your own Mind up, Imagination, forgiveness from the heart.

It’s all the Abstract creation of our subconscious ~ Cosmically
*

“I’ll take the Love Not the Slave”
Instinct ~ mesmerised on Victoria Vetri’s sublimely, sexy furry bikini!

‘A primitive tribeswoman escapes being sacrificed and goes on the
run hounded by hunters and flesh-eating Dinosaurs’ ~ Another

Prehistoric Adventure! Getting the women’s vote was a massive
fantasy to achieve!
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Lips in the Night Sky
Puja is prayer, a good fuck, orgasms of cuming closer to God.

“Love mixed with Passion brings you closer to the Divine”
“When I was between wives ~ being out on the Rampage!”
She made me so happy ~ I just want her to be happy too.

“Are you a dancer?” “I can dance ~ living in progressive Psy*Trance”
‘I’m gettin’ a blow job And I’m getting a nice hard cock in my pussy!’
Sucking blisses, exploding sex swept through lust’s delirious vortices.

Psychedelic Moonbeams in an ancient forest on black silk sheets.
Full of glistening alchemy and magic setting man and woman free

I can feel it, sweetly delicious ~ What’s cooking gorgeous?
“I’m at home, why not stop by for a kiss?”

*
Power in your Pussy’s Crème Delice

Making their own De*light ~ psychedelicate skinful.
Sending probes… Does an octopus have a brain?

In your Cosmic DNA. program working in every cell.
Colours of a chemical Chameleon, of Flora’s flowers.
Sperm surviving to impregnate your fertile embryos.

Too many Robins are flocking in the orchard ~
laying eggs. Birds don’t have dramas, do they?

It’s like a live butterfly collection in there!
Creepy crawlies filling in all the space gaps.
Organic balance ~ “Put the bacon on Love!”
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Good to Know
If you see it like that it’ll be like that ~ watch the Fear & paranoia!
Fantasies of unhappy arranged wives, who do you want to be Priya?
Siddhis giving you powers, captivating Apsaras for their Pleasures.

Not even Earth women, they’re Celestial beings,
more than eager for you to leave your body.
Beachfront on Venus with Rati full of desire.
Maya in super heat ~ Sex is the Sun on fire.

What an amazing beauty she is! Her divine G spot!
His five senses became his Master ~ Kamdev.
Eros riding the serpent igniting all passions.

*
SEXY * ENCHANTMENT

Booked in room 36 waiting for your manifestation to arrive.
PANTING for your smoldering love ~ Hieros Gamos on time.

Full anticipation of sucking your throbbing nipples and clitoris!
Walking in a lush green meadow long grass full of buttercups.
I’ll have an extra Juicy Jelly Delight with Vulva cream sauce ~
Steaming, hot, spicy and wet. Your divine specialty beginning

to bubble with desire. To be invited into the Inner Love Temple
of a Goddess, to kiss the lips of an angel, caress the big breasts
of such a gorgeous woman, to be given delicious blisses going
together deep into the magical dimension of Spiritual Passion.
THANK YOU I think you’ve brought a new Geisha concept into

the Modern world. It has a lot of sharing ~ Pure tantric pleasure
trip to enjoy, which is always delightful with You and I also have

a ravishing Concubine who loves a lager shandy & cheesecake!
Wow! filled with blessings of a Love Goddess, I AM * Thank you.
Now Multi * dimensionally * 2b 2gether when r u 3 next 4 Bliss
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Fantastic & Beautiful ~ Rich golden threads
Visual wonder & sensual expression, this is the poetry I love,
which takes Us on a magical mystery tour of the Universe ~

in your heart, this is Inspiration to empower your lover to walk
hand in hand with you through the burning white hot Cosmic fires
of nature and to melt me in her Yoni furnace into love alchemy ~
Your words are sublime, Astral ~ ethereal, demure, subtly serene.

Your references are the beginning of a new style of Cosmic erotology
which was painted on the bejeweled walls of exotic Tantric Temples.
Laughter in the seraglios of Princes ~ You have captured its essence,

drinking at the pure fountain of a Goddess, tasting her sweet nectar’s
wet spot, you are sharing the sacred, dripping ambrosia, you are ~
feeling divine, you are channeling Venus' fragrant perfumed bliss.
I'm in a Pleasure garden of delight with you, buds of anticipation
are bursting inside me as the full Moon is lighting heaven’s night!

*
An Array of Despots

Riding through the desert on a horse with RFI Tags ~ Abnormal!
Why does the human brain continue to let this destruction exist?
Electrons are dancing throughout zero*point energetic fields ~
Bring me Aphorisms, Sutras, Koans, Qurans, Delphic maxims,

inscribed on the exquisite golden vases of Pythagorean muses.
“I Love you” ~ “You got a funny way of showing it”, sonnets.
‘Erase your minds and put in what?’ Expectations overrider!

Bringing new courtesans from the Pink Nymphaeum.
Gave up their egos to a Neo pagan from Eros’ moon.

“What beautiful space”
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“Oh, Oh Oh Yeah ~ Oh God!”
Chain Reaction ~ Suddenly blasting out of gravity’s trap on DMT.
‘Your Mind has a Mind of its Own’ ~ energy keeping you drugged.
Otherwise why have unwanted thoughts? Maya is still in Control.
Her life’s made solely dependent on her husband; She is a Slave.

Will your Loving endure? Is this Virtue? Is this equal freedom?
‘Rest your sword in her sheath’ ~ don’t waste a moment of bliss.
Draining the cup of pleasure, listening to her sighs and murmurs.
Keep grinding, pounding the fruit, moist eyes, her signal to fuck ~

Exploring her body fully, laying a provocative hand on her genitalia.
Sucking vagina, screaming copulation, don’t neglect any part of her.
Bring her to her favorite position ~ licking loaded cum from her lips.

Both Orgasming simultaneously is the greatest pleasure treasure.
“Let your mind be free from all other thought”

Complete for both ~ the Secret of Love
*

Sitting on Dissociative Embroidered Cushions
The Non-meaning of ‘Uselessness’ ~ Isn’t there such a state?

‘Met Man Ray at Place Saint Sulpice for my free self-portrait.’
Who needs practical dreamers to create ~ Mosaics, collages,

Lindisfarne Illuminated manuscripts and Mughal Kama sutras?
Depictions of illicit entrances & exits for young men entering the
harem when the King is absent from the Palace on a pilgrimage.
Let’s have a shag with the most preciously desirable courtesans.

‘Don’t let any beautiful innocent girl be corrupted by wickedness’
All things are connected by Love, act on your own best inclination.

Affection awakening the radiant sucker ~ introducing your big cock! 
It’s difficult living up to the expectations of someone who is in Love.
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Soaking Wet Rabbit
Put a shine on your face, didn’t it?
And a sheen on her pouting wet lips

“Looks you in the eye
and sucks you dry!”
Naked flesh & heart

Stick it into a hot meat bun ~
Up and deep down to his balls

And rock it hard; man she’s hot!
What a fuck!

*
Chat Perdu

“Fuck, suck it again!”
Where’s the Jelly?
What a sweet arse

She’s gyrating her volcano 
In front of me!
What a body
What a smile

What a beautiful feeling
In the middle of a burning bush

Pushing herself up and down your cock!
What fabulous, delicious multi-orgasms.

In between your open lips and hips ~
“Fuck me, play with me, cum all over me!
“Fuck, look at that!” “Look at that arse!”

Come here pussycat, suck that!
“Lie back and enjoy it!”

“As you do!”
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Overflowing Flexi Sexual
The Tantric Temple is Unfolding, you’re in the middle of it ~
“I don’t know what is tantric sex; I love being in a cosy pussy”

Giving to others in devotion, part of a reciprocal, circular flow.
You can’t construct anything ~ happening or Not happening.
At least get a taste for the journey ~ No Fear of Rejection!

“Hey love do you wanna come around for a fuck and a pizza?”
Living along le Cote de Bikini ~ to him it’s a Beautiful thing.
Jailbait in your dreams on Tiger street. “Don’t Condom Me!”

*
Mr. Lustre * Cum Laude!

‘Voyaging through the Mind’ ~
She’s running on Purest Cosmic Love.

On a full tank, soaking her flood plains!
“I’ll hold you” ~ “I’ll hold you Inside me.”
“Was that a glorious fuck?” Making Love ~

That was Love fully together in the moment.
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The Elves with Red hair
Surrounded by mushrooms in spiral patterns ~

Really magical there by a sacred aboriginal fire.
Need to find a crystal wand & a pixie thunderbolt.
‘We are the children of the Unfinished Revolution’

Manifesting everywhere ~ I feel I’m from the underworld.
Fairy channel ~ gotta keep your telepathic receiver plugged in.

Apsaras are waiting, anticipating ~ they’re playing music for me.
I love Venus ~ she gives love.
We’re all happy Cupids here!

“Follow your glowing balls Baba!”
*

Venus’ Energy
Her wet Temple of steaming erotica ~

“Could’ve started a fire with my pussy!”
A little spark, a gorgeous bright flame.
Spiritual Spiral ~ super meridian chi!

It’s how you do it!
Freeing them ~ from a web.
Discernment of the duality

that we are ONE
*

Moon Glade *Angelic Cake
Enhanced suckulent specialist, gently caress my lips & breasts.
You are a Fucking genius, “I’m dripping just thinking of you”
I’m missing you deliriously ~ I Love you with all my passion!

‘Beautiful your spirit is in my heart ~ my spirit is in your heart’
Everything pumping, your love is Rocket fuel taking me to Venus.
Yearning for you ~ burning me up like an exploding Supra Nova
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Drop Dead Gorgeous!
Too hot to Stop * Psychedelic Healing ~

Mango Jungle Honey * I want to taste her oil!
*

Imbued with Love
“Understand how Cruel people can be by nature!” Stony faced…
All got a Cross in their gardens but they’ll all piss in front of it.

Conversion ~ “There’s only One coming down and it’s Love!”
‘A gang rape in Delhi, on a moving bus in broad daylight’

The Capital of India made into a joke of Law & Order Baba!
Stripped naked, dumped on the road; stupid, evil men did that.

Another Date rape, with these pills she’ll never remember!
No problem you can buy them down at the local pharmacy!
Yet they won’t let her have a cell phone in Orissa, denying

her own protection. There’s predatory beasts all over!
Haryana girls burnt by their in-laws for their dowry!

Violated girls in Punjab legally forced to marry their rapists!
Freedom for a woman to be safe and to be herself ~ Now!

*
And Loved

Remember that we're all blessed ~ You are the radiance shining bright.
We're Loved and Loved and Loved and Loved and Loved and Loved,

Loved and Loved and Loved and Loved and Loved and Loved ~
Going undercover into the heart ~ dispelling the darkness.
Tell me of the hologram’s crystal magic, what is the spell?

Hey ok, we're all full of starlight and that's very jolly.
What about those lost in the Fear ~?
It's as simple as that * You are Love

Just be the Love.
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ABOUT SUNNY JETSUN

Inspired by the sixties Sunny started traveling the world in 1970.
His spiritual journey on the hippie trail to India took him through ~
San Francisco, Los Angeles, London, Amsterdam, Paris, Vancouver,

Sidney and Kathmandu to Varanasi. His arrival on the sub-continent ~
was the beginning of writing autobiographical verses capturing his travel
experiences, encounters with remarkable people and his quest for self-

realization. Combining experimentation with drugs, sex, rock & roll, art,
meditation, Love and life in general. Sunny started to open up to a multi-
dimensional Universe. He lived the mantra, "Turn on, tune in, drop out"
realising Mind’s-illusions, inspired by deeper feelings of holistic nature,

empathy * energy & Space.

Over four decades Sunny has written and published 28 books of poetry,
 created over one hundred paintings, traveled the World and considers
his masterpiece to be his daughter. He has spent the past fifteen years
in Goa ~ India inspired by the freedom to experience and idealism of

human consciousness.

Sunny Jetsun books and art are available on the web at:
Smashwords: www.smashwords.com/profile/view/sunnyjetsun
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Conscious Unconditional * Love Is Universal * Pure * Peace & Happiness * Crystal Rainbows

*

‘Eve-Teasing to War Booty!’ ‘Protect the Girls Now!’ 16/12/2012 

‘A young student was gang raped & tortured by six men, thrown
 from a moving bus & dumped naked on the streets of New Delhi. 

She was so badly beaten with an iron bar her intestines had 
to be removed. She remained in a critical condition, in a coma

 due to the trauma and serious injuries; Severe Organ Failure to 
her body and brain. Jyoti Singh Pandey died from cardiac arrest

 from swelling in the brain and infections she could not overcome’
Now is the time for Change, to Protect our most basic human rights.
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“This Is My Body ~ My Tantric Temple” ~ ‘Ignorance Is Violence!’
This book is dedicated to all women who have suffered sexual

 violence, aggression, threat, intimidation, torture and atrocity! 
‘An estimated 20,000 Bosnian Muslim women were raped and 

used as sex slaves.’ Rape was/is being used as a weapon of war’
These men are using their primal instincts to behave in bestial ways.

Their need to prove their Power and dominance is taking over any
 humanity they have and inflicting catastrophic trauma on women 

and their families. Hierarchical, closed, feudal, warring, corrupted 
cultures where a patriarchal system is sustained allowing for male 
superiority, yet not allowing them the freedom to treat women as
 equal in any loving way. The laws and customs of these societies 
condone exploitation of women (and children) allowing males the

 right to commit such horrendous crimes. Natural powers of sexual 
attraction, of desire, of lust unless the energies are channeled in a
 free, mutually loving way where ‘The Greatest Pleasure Is to Give 
Pleasure’ they become frustrated, angry, perverted and diabolical 
without any respect! Freedom is to give and receive ~ happiness.  
Where these feelings of consensual love are freely shared the acts
 of sex are able to give the couple a heightened awareness of bliss.
Where these feelings are not expressed but repressed, suppressed,
 oppressed, depressed, the disconnect from reality brings psychosis.
Passion flows openly with Consciousness being Unconditional Love.
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